CP 66 PETROL START ASSIST.
(CP 99 with 2 hour delay)

This device is designed to petrol start, indicated by Yellow Led in a similar operation to our CP 99. The CP 66 incorporates several features to assist the installer. For Example:-

1) CP 66 incorporates time delay circuit
   i.e. Unit will not petrol start, after initial startup, for approx. 2 hours after ignition has been turned off.
2) CP 66 petrol start time can be adjusted by trimpot,
   - clockwise less petrol, to petrol start from 0.2 secs to 3.0 secs.
3) CP 66 feature a "jump" pin located on right hand side of terminal block. When in place this enables petrol start time to be preadjusted, remove pin for 2 hour delay.

WIRING:-
NEG - Ground/Earth.
GAS - 12 Volt Gas Power from LPG changeover switch.
PET - ‘Splice’ into Petrol/injector activation wire.
   i.e. Petrol wire from switch or wire to Injector activation Relay.

Thank You, for purchasing a Quality PEEL Product.
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